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Have solar questions for your business?:
210-960-2303
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Register for upcoming WEBINAR: IRA tax incentives your business can qualify for by going solar >>>
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Learn why businesses are choosing Big Sun Solar.
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Manufacturing
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Solar Canopies



Sustainability Reporting
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Your Guide to Going Solar

Learn how your business can go solar in 5 simple steps






Partnerships





Utilities
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About





Our Story
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Talk to a Solar ExpertLog InContact Us

[image: ]Helping San Antonio Achieve Carbon Neutrality
Big Sun was chosen for the 2nd largest onsite solar project for a municipality in the US

Read the StoryConsidering going solar? Get In Touch 
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[image: ]Ancira Auto Group transitions to solar energy at 4 dealerships
Ancira KIA in San Antonio, Texas is one of the first KIA stores to go solar in the US

View Case StudyConsidering going solar? Get In Touch 
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[image: ]Safran Helicopter Engine partners with Big Sun Solar
Safran Helicopter Engines installs massive solar canopies at facility in Grand Prairie, Texas

Read the StoryConsidering going solar? Get In Touch 
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[image: ]The Big Sun Advantage

When you work with Big Sun, you're positioning your business to be a leader by transitioning to solar energy. Here’s why leading brands across Texas are choosing Big Sun:


[image: ]Market Leader
	Selected by CPS Energy for largest community solar program in Texas
	Chosen by City of San Antonio for largest municipality project in Texas
	Leading solar canopy provider in the state of Texas



[image: ]Enterprise Solar
	We help corporations achieve carbon reduction goals
	We deliver projects on time and within budget
	With an NPS score of 88, Big Sun is the #1 most trusted solar provider for commercial businesses



[image: ]Leave It Better
	Active participant in the Ready To Work workforce development program
	1% of our gross profit is given back to the community as donations, in-kind services or educational sponsorships
	Our sustainability goal is to remove from the atmosphere all the carbon equivalents Big Sun has ever emitted by the year 2025




Learn more about how your company can convert to solar
Get In Touch






What Our Clients Say
We're consistently rated 5 stars by our customers with an 88 NPS score. One of the highest NPS ratings in the industry.
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“Big Sun has been a great partner for us. They were very involved in the day to day and all the way through the project. I couldn’t have asked for a better partner. They made it look easy.”
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Nick Carrel

Director, Safran Americas
Safran Helicopter Engines USA
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"This will be the largest local government on-site solar project in Texas and the second-largest in the nation. The City of San Antonio is setting a new standard in Texas of what is possible to reduce carbon emissions, adapt to climate change, and ensure San Antonio remains a healthy, vibrant City for generations to come."
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Erik Walsh

City Manager
City of San Antonio
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"Our preschool is the first campus to have LEED platinum certification in the United States and only second in the planet. Big Sun Solar was really involved, integrated and invested in this project and can be proud of what we were able to accomplish here with us."
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Tim Morrow

President & CEO
San Antonio Zoo
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"We at Ancira are excited to bring solar carports to our dealership because not only will it bring long term savings for our business, but we’re able to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, provide shade to our customers, and it makes us feel like we’re being good stewards of our community."
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April Ancira

Vice President
Ancira Auto Group
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"We get the real benefit on our insurance premium for our inventory so that was the biggest financial driver on top of tax credits plus accelerated depreciation. I would tell my fellow dealers to contact Big Sun Solar to look at the opportunity and have them crunch the numbers."
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Bobby Cavender

President
Cavender Auto Group
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"The shift toward solar is something we, at Worth, have been interested in participating in for quite some time and this was the perfect opportunity to get involved with our properties throughout the city."
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Clint Worth

President of Leasing & Development
Worth & Associates
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View All Testimonials







Solar Solutions for Facilities of All Sizes


Manufacturing
Auto Dealers
Nonprofits
Multi-Family
Hotels
Office & Self Storage

[image: ]Manufacturing
Global manufacturers are setting carbon reduction goals leaving facilities managers looking for ways to meet these goals. Transitioning to solar energy can help meet corporate sustainability goals and reduce operating costs. With rising energy costs and increasing temperatures, solar is a great to lower electric bills.
Learn More
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[image: Labor Attorney]Auto Dealers
Auto dealers across Texas are looking for ways to reach sustainability goals and reduce operating costs. Solar canopies have been a proven way for auto dealers to save money not only on by reducing their electric bills but also by saving on insurance premiums. Solar canopies can protect inventory from inclement weather such as hail storms and extreme heat.
Learn More
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[image: San Antonio Zoo School Solar]Nonprofits
The Inflation Reduction Act 2022 introduced a 30% direct pay for nonprofit organizations that transition to solar energy whereas before, nonprofits were left out of any solar incentives. Big Sun has helped nonprofits like the San Antonio Zoo, Goodwill San Antonio, Texas Organ Sharing Alliance transition to solar energy.
Learn More
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[image: ]Multi Family
Transitioning to solar energy is helping property managers lower operational costs for their multi-family properties. With rising energy costs and increasing temperatures, solar is a great to lower electric bills.  Big Sun has helped Hixon Properties, Touchmark and HCP transition to solar energy.
Learn More
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[image: Legal Services Mexico]Hotels
Learn More
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[image: Legal Services Mexico]Office & Self Storage
Learn More
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See some of our latest solar projects
Our engineering team works with your team to build a design customized to your business goals so you can receive the best possible outcome of your investment. 

See All Projects



View


Solar Canopy

Safran
[image: ]SAFRAN Helicopter Engine has partnered with Big Sun Solar to build a solar project at the SAFRAN Power Unit in Grand Prairie, Texas. The solar canopies will be built in the parking lot adjacent to Forum Drive and Airbus and will provide covered parking for over 180 employees. The system will generate enough electricity to power 136 homes annually and protect employee vehicles from extreme weather conditions. This project supports SAFRAN's commitment to sustainability and decarbonizing aeronautics.





View


Solar canopy

Los Barrios
[image: ]The Los Barrios Family is transitioning to solar energy by adding solar canopies to their restaurant parking lots at La Hacienda and Viola’s Ventanas. This is the largest solar installation in San Antonio for a family-owned restaurant with a total of 8 solar canopies, over 800 solar panels and over 100 shaded parking spaces. 





View


Carports

Natural Bridge Wildlife Ranch
[image: ]
Natural Bridge Wildlife Ranch participates in various conservation programs and over half the species at the ranch have some level of endangerment. Given their conservation efforts, adding solar energy to their property fit their mission. With power costs rising, they felt solar energy was a good strategy for them as well. They had seen a lot of different solar projects around San Antonio and made the connection they were projects done by Big Sun Solar. Once they did decide to go solar, they wanted to do solar carports to provide that amenity to their customers especially during their busiest season in the summer when it’s the hottest in Texas. 





View


Solar Carports

Steves and Sons
[image: ]With Steves and Sons commitment to environmentally responsible practices, they wanted to invest solar. They partnered with Big Sun Solar to install solar carports at their flea market location on the Southside of San Antonio as part of the CPS Energy 5MW community solar program. The solar carports not only provide shade to the vendors at the flea market, Steves & Sons uses the solar power to offset energy usage for their business. 






View All Projects






Latest News & Articles



Goodwill SA advances sustainability goals with rooftop solar system

April 3, 2024
Read more   →





Texas manufacturer signs onto three-party power purchase agreement

April 3, 2024
Read more   →





San Antonio City Council approves $31M for largest municipal solar project in Texas

January 8, 2024
Read more   →
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